STUDENT EVALUATION/COMMENTS
Verbatim from Student’s Comments

12. What did you like most about the course and/or the instructor?
13. What did you like least about the course and/or the instructor?

12. My instructor was always enthusiastic about teaching and was relatable to the class. If we didn’t understand he would try to explain it a different way. Always very helpful.
13. The tests were not written well. Hopefully the final is written better than the D116 final

12. Instructor was awesome. He kicks ass.
13. Tests are poorly written, horribly weighted.

12. Tristan made the class more enjoyable with his examples & gave us a lot of material to prepare us for each exam
13. The tests were horribly written—especially Ch. 7!

12. He is a very good teacher and always willing to help.
13. There’s nothing that I didn’t like about him.

12. I loved doing matrices! The instructor was creative and carisimatic so he made the material entertaining as well as comprehensible, P.S. I forgot to send that Science Daily article… I’ll get on that! Good luck becoming a math matition (?)… and a minister
13. Graphing, instructor was great

12. Tristan is awesome, I like his enthusiasm Rockin
13. I hate math, ALL MATH COURSES!

12. Nothing
13. Everything, the instructor is good but whoever writes the tests SUCKS! The wording is horrible!! You should have the instructors write the tests and finals

12. I loved the instructors enthusiasm & fun that he brought to the class. He made sure we understood the material. All the extra practice sessions were a big help too.
13. I didn’t think the tests were written as well as they could have been.

12. The instructor
13. The way the exams were made
12. Tristan was a great professor, always trying to make the material clear. He was enthusiastic and helpful. The course was awful but he tried his hardest to make it somewhat understandable.

13. The course material is tedious and ridiculous. I will never use it in my professional life and it shouldn’t be a required math course. It’s stressful and abstract not to mention an overall GPA killer for just about everyone I’ve talked to.

12. I liked the review sections he constructed.
13. The exams were very poorly written!

12. The instructor is awesome.
13. The tests are poorly written.

12. The problems we used to learn problems were interesting and helpful.
13. Tests were not fair at all. They were completely different then they way we learned. I missed one problem on the test and got a C. Our teacher should have wrote the tests.

12. The instructor was great & made the class very fun.
13. Some of the grading on tests, as in how many points some questions were worth.

12. Tristan kicks ass and takes names
13.

12. Extra credit
13. Tests are written HORRIBLY

12. Very enthusiastic/knowledgeable instructor; very fair in dealing with students’ issues
13. tests are written extremely poorly!

12. I liked the teacher’s creative examples, and he had great enthusiasm while teaching
13. I thought the material was a little rushed, and the teacher could have taken more time to teach harder topics

12. He was cool and smart.
13. He wasn’t always on time.

12. Instructor is enthusiastic & knowledgeable
13. Exams are written badly.

12. Liked most: Tristans attitude he made it exciting
13. Least: Whoever wrote the tests!
12. Tristan is awesome! Very nice, enthusiastic, and GREAT at explaining material

13. Tests were very poorly written. They should be written by each section instructor so they are written in language/style the class is familiar with

12. Webworks helped learn the material

13. Tests were badly written and unfair and didn’t reflect webworks or what we prepared for in class.

12. Everything! Best instructor I’ve had so far!! Go Tristan!!!

13. Nothing

12. Great instructor. Made class interesting

13. None tests difficult

12. I liked how he made math fun and exciting

13. I did not like all the webwork

12. I really wish that our instructor was able to write our tests since they are very difficult to understand sometimes. I honestly feel like my grades would have been better if Tristan could write tests.

12. Tristan kept us entertained w/humor which aided in comprehension

13. The exams were written under Par

12. Tristan Tager is an excellent instructor.

13. Whoever writes the exams for this course, writes them very poorly. They are nothing like the material that is taught in class.

12. The instructor did a good job of engaging the students. We wanted to come to class.

13. What I liked least of the class was the instructor’s outfits!

12. The instructor knew the material well and did his best to make a boring subject interesting.

13. The tests did not adequately assess my knowledge of Finite, I felt like I was teaching myself while I took exams

12. NA

13. NA